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Mining contractor killed on Queensland site
7 March, 2013 Alex Heber 0 comments

An Incitec Pivot contractor died late yesterday

morning while working for the company on site

in Queensland’s Mount Isa.

The accident happened near Xstrata's Mount

Isa Mines copper smelter.

Jordan Taurima a New Zealand resident was

fatally injured at approximately 11am in an

area adjacent to the smelter, stuff.co.nz

reported.

Exact details of Wednesday morning’s fatal

accident remain unclear as both explosives

and fertiliser company Incitec Pivot and Xstrata

Mount Isa Mines together with the Queensland

police and the Department of Mines continue

their investigations, the ABC reported.
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Lisa - generally, coal mines can have gases in

the air that may be ignited and the use of

electrical devices is strictly controlled to...

Miners sacked over Harlem Shake dance
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Phill

Ouch Merv!! Unfortunately the boys have

breached a couple of UG basics, PPE and

horseplay, as well as blocking the exit to the

area where...

Miners sacked over Harlem Shake dance

· 40 minutes ago

Mervyn Sher

It's interesting to read the comments on this

issue, particularly the one's that agree with

Barminco's response to the issue. To Roy,...
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